
EXERCISE: 10 minutes, 1-3x/wk, to supplement a rad, active lifestyle

All of these are performed laying on back, with knees bent,                            
over a 3ft long foam roller :) 

1. Pelvic Tilt (00:18): Laying on back on foam roller, one hand on lower abdomen to 
feel for correct negative pressure brace.  I move from posterior to anterior tilt, keeping 
my negative pressure brace as I transition to my anterior tilt.  10-15x

2. Negative Pressure Brace with Mini-Curls Over a Foam Roller  (1:37): Lay on 
back with knees bent.  Hand on lower abdomen to feel for negative pressure brace, do 
a posterior tilt (lumbar spine imprinted into foam roller fo rwhole exercise). Lift 
shouders up 1 inch, as tummy stays flat, or (better yet) lowers towards floor. Think 
abs twice as tight as you lower down, in order to not loose the contraction. 2x25

3. Negative Pressure Oblique Curl (2:35): Lay on back with knees bent, both 
hands behind head to support neck with WIDE elows.  Negative pressure brace and 
posterior tilt throughout. FOUR PART MOVE: 1. mini curl up; 2 keep TA engaged 
and turn shoulder towards opposite knee, keeping elbows wide and belly button 
towards spine-foam roller; 3. Return to center, stay tall, keep belly towards roller; 4. 
Keep TA tight and lower.  Repeat other side.  2 sets of 5-10 per side.  

4. Bridge With Band at Knees (4:19): Lay on back with knees bent, wide feet-like 
little toes at outer edge of yoga mat distance, and yellow band around legs, just 
below knees.  Negative pressure brace and posterior pelvic tilt.  Keep negative 
pressure brace and do 15x outer pulses. If you can do this without loosing your ab 
activation, then hold the last rep with your knees wide and do 15 segmental bridges, 
being sure to lower down with belt line FIRST before sacral area. Burn in butt! 2x15
5. Adductors. Bridge with Ball Between Knees (6:17):  Start in negative pressure 
brace.  Narrow legs, relaxed PFM.  Keep PFM relaxed, keep abs active (both lower and 
upper abs, be sure we don’t flare ribs open!).  Squeeze ball inwards moderately-
maximally, then release 1-inch 15x in a row.  Then, after 15 inner thigh squeezes, hold 
inner thigh squeeze, and lift into a 1-2 inch bridge. 15x in a row. 2 sets.
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